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Chapter 1901: Bear Patiently 

 

In Star Land, the forces continued to roll on dramatically. 

However, the war had temporarily stopped. 

Outside Universe Galaxy, there were four figures standing there. 

The four of them were only Real Gods. They were originally under the command of Lineage of Star but 

as Star Extermination Alliance had wiped out Star Land, the four Real Gods had turned and fought 

against Lineage of Star without hesitation. Then, the four Real Gods were standing in front of Lineage of 

Star as they were humiliated. 

“Haha, men from Lineage of Star are a bunch of ostriches. Do you intend to hide in there forever?” 

“Sword Emperor, Jian Wushuang, I admired you before, but from what it seems now, you are only a 

coward. After losing the Master of Star Palace attending garrison duty, Lineage of Star didn’t even have 

dignity. If I were to be the Master of Star Palace, I would die again from anger in hell.” 

“Doomed. Lineage of Star is really doomed.” 

“Hehe, I never expected Lineage of Star would fall to such a level. I am only a Real God and you cowards 

from Lineage of Star don’t have anyone who dares to fight a battle with me? Sword Emperor, didn’t the 

outside world call you the number one genius in Eternal Chaotic World? I am here to challenge you 

today, do you dare to accept the challenge?” 

“Haha, Sword Emperor is terrified. He didn’t have the guts to fight with you.” 

The four Sir Gods laughed heartily. Under the intentional spread via divine power, their voices 

reverberated in the sky. 

In the galaxy formation, Hall Master Yuan pulled some tricks to prevent the sounds from outside the 

galaxy to travel in. The four Real Gods’ humiliating speech wasn’t heard by any experts from Lineage of 

Star. 

However, the experts from Lineage of Star felt aggrieved. 

Although they couldn’t hear what the four Real Gods said, they could guess what they said through their 

lip movements. Hence, they were naturally angry. 

Plus, if Star Extermination Alliance were to send Almighties to taunt them, it’d be fine. They had sent 

four Real Gods instead. 

Real Gods… To the Almighties in Lineage of Star, they were only nonentities. 

Normally, they wouldn’t even care about them. 

But then, the four Real Gods were blocking the galaxy as they pointed and ridiculed. 



Who wasn’t aggrieved? Who wasn’t angry?” 

“A bunch of b*stards. I really want to head out to kill those four small potatoes!!!” Hall Master Nie Yun’s 

face was red and there was rage in his eyes. 

“Don’t act on impulse,” Hall Master Yuan waved and squinted his eyes when he said, “Star 

Extermination is trying to make us angry. Once our experts head out, we will be granting their wish.” 

“Bear with them for a bit. Don’t forget about Palace Master’s plan,” Hall Master Gu Xin looked too. 

“Of course I know that. I just feel aggrieved,” Hall Master Nie Yun said unhappily. 

“Aggrieved? Who isn’t?” Hall Master Gu Xin rolled his eyes at Hall Master Nie Yun, “No matter how 

aggrieved we feel, it isn’t time for us to attack yet. Bear with it for a little longer. Palace Master said 

before that we have to suffer for a while. But in no time, we will be able to make them sorry!” 

“Mm, I believe in Palace Master,” Hall Master Nie Yun nodded heavily, “Oh yeah, where is Palace 

Master?” 

“He is cultivating in seclusion. If it isn’t anything important, don’t disturb him,” Hall Master Yuan said. 

“At such a crucial moment, he still has the mood to cultivate in seclusion?” Hall Master Nie Yun rolled 

his eyes. 

Jian Wushuang was really cultivating in seclusion. 

After they had fought with Star Extermination Alliance and returned to the galaxy, he had gone to 

cultivate in seclusion immediately. 

On Sword Star, in a secret room. 

Jian Wushuang was sitting alone but his eyes were filled with excitement. 

“Almost there, almost there!” 

“In no time, I can master this. By then, I will have another extremely powerful trump card!” 

“Once I master this trump card, Lineage of Star’s winning chance will definitely heighten tremendously!” 

Jian Wushuang was extremely excited. 

The reason why he would tell Hall Master Yuan to activate the galaxy formation and urge the experts 

from Lineage of Star to stay within galaxy formation, and not rise to any challenge. 

Firstly, was to show the first feather, in order to create an opportunity for the final battle that was going 

to take place later on. 

Secondly, was to give himself more time to master the trump card. 

“Very soon. It won’t take long,” Jian Wushuang muttered. 

Time flew past. 

In the blink of an eye, two hundred and fifty years had passed. 



In the two hundred and fifty years, Star Extermination Alliance never once gave up on humiliating 

Lineage of Star. 

Every day, there would be someone cursing before the galaxy. As for the experts who were good at 

formations, they had been looking for ways to break the galaxy formation, but there was not much 

progress. 

As for power superposition skill, there was no news at all. 

Star Extermination Alliance couldn’t do anything about it as well but they could only continue to besiege 

them. 

The forces and experts in Eternal Chaotic World had been paying attention to Lineage of Star for the 

past two hundred and fifty years. Although there wasn’t much movement in these years, their gazes had 

never redirected. 

They also wanted to know just how long Lineage of Star could hold back for. 

Besides, in the peaceful two hundred and fifty years, there had been two major incidents. Another two 

alliances had formed. 

Lineage of Star had too many enemies. 

Especially back when the Master of Star Palace had massacred wantonly, he had offended many forces 

and experts. 

Then, as the Master of Star Palace, those who eyed Lineage of Star weren’t just Abysmal Palace, but also 

Soaring Heaven King Palace, Divine King Island, Real Martial Art Divine Church and Highest Heaven 

Emperor Mansion. 

Star Extermination Alliance, formed by five forces, was merely the first that took action. Lineage of Star 

had many enemies. Their speed wasn’t as fast as Star Extermination Alliance but their hatred of Lineage 

of Star wasn’t weaker than the five forces’. 

As Star Extermination Alliance and Lineage of Star were in a stalemate situation, the forces and experts 

took action one after another. First, they intended to join Star Extermination Alliance and work together 

so the possibility of destroying Lineage of Star would be higher. 

However, they wanted to join but Star Extermination wasn’t willing to accept them. 

One should know that Star Extermination Alliance had gathered five top major forces. Their team 

formation was strong. When they fought with Lineage of Star, they had already displayed the difference 

in power between both parties. 

Five forces working together in Star Extermination Alliance was enough. They didn’t need to accept 

other forces and experts. 

The five forces weren’t willing to share the benefits that they were going to reap after they destroyed 

Lineage of Star. 



Hence, any forces and experts who wanted to join Star Extermination Alliance were rejected by Star 

Extermination Alliance. 

They had no choice but to quickly form a new alliance with other forces and experts who harbored 

deep-seated resentment with Lineage of Star. The alliance had a total of ten major forces, hence the 

name Supreme Ten Alliance. 
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Supreme Ten Alliance gathered ten major forces and a few solo experts. Their power was extremely 

fierce as well. 

In terms of the number of Almighties alone, Supreme Ten Alliance wasn’t weaker than Star 

Extermination Alliance. However, in terms of Sir God level, they were slightly weaker than Star 

Extermination Alliance. 

After all, between the ten forces in Supreme Ten Alliance, no matter if it was Soaring Heaven King Palace 

or Divine King Island or Highest Heaven Emperor Mansion, there were some differences. 

The major ten forces teamed up and in addition to a few solo experts, there were only eight Emperor 

Gods. Amongst them, there were only two Peak Emperor Gods. One of them was the Master of Emperor 

Sword Sect that Jian Wushuang had once got in contact with. 

Although in terms of fighting power of Emperor God level, Supreme Ten Alliance was weaker than Star 

Extermination Alliance. Their overall power was very impressive. 

Besides, there were not only forces and experts who held grudges against Lineage os Star, but there 

were also people who had nothing to do with Lineage of Star but were only aiming for the Secret Skill of 

Star Palace. 

The number of these people were even greater. 

Plus, these people had also formed an alliance called Almighties Alliance in order to match evenly with 

Supreme Ten Alliance and Star Extermination Alliance. 

Almighties Alliance, there were more than a hundred Almighties and there were quite a number of 

Emperor Gods as well. In terms of their overall power, they were much stronger than Star Extermination 

Alliance and Supreme Ten Alliance. 

In Lineage of Star, in a lofty palace. 

Hall Master Yuan and Hall Master Gu Xin and Hall Master Nie Yun gathered together as they analyzed 

their current situation. 

“Two hundred and fifty years have passed and the entire situation has become clear,” Hall Master Yuan 

said. 

Previously, there was only Star Extermination Alliance while the others hid in the dark. Lineage of Star 

didn’t know how many forces and experts they were dealing with. 



Hence, Lineage of Star had been showing the white feather even though they had fighting power that 

made it needless to be fearful of Star Extermination Alliance. They didn’t dare to take action hastily 

because they had scruples. 

But then, it was all crystal clear. 

At least, all these people had come to light. 

“Outside the Milky Way, the three alliances stood side by side. Among the three alliances, Star 

Extermination Alliance and Supreme Ten Alliance holds deep-seated resentment against Lineage of Star. 

They are determined to destroy Lineage of Star and root us up. As for Almighties Alliance, although they 

are the strongest, they hold no standing,” Hall Master said in a deep voice. 

“Almighties Alliance and Lineage of Star share no grudges. They are only aiming at Secret Skill of Star 

Palace. We might be able to talk terms with them,” Hall Master Gu Xin said. 

“I think so too,” Hall Master Yuan smiled. 

Just then… 

“Mm?” Hall Master Yuan was surprised. 

“Why?” Hall Master Gu Xin and Hall Master Nie Yun looked to the side. 

“There is someone outside the Milky Way to request to meet. It is the head of one of the three alliances, 

Emperor God Xiu Luo from Almighties Alliance!” Hall Master said in confusion. 

“Emperor God Xiu Luo?” 

Hall Master Gu Xin and Hall Master Nie Yun were astonished. 

They just thought that they could try to talk terms with Almighties Alliance and then one of the heads of 

Almighties Alliance, Emperor God Xiu Luo came to visit. 

“You stay here. Let me welcome Emperor God Xiu Luo in,” Hall Master Yuan said. 

“Hall Master Yuan, do we need to inform Palace Master? Emperor God Xiu Luo is a Peak Emperor God. If 

he were to have wicked intentions, once he enters the Milky Way and collaborates with the experts 

outside, they might pose a threat to the grand formation of Milky Way,” Hall Master Gu Xin said. 

“Don’t worry, Emperor God Xiu Luo only came as a consciousness embodiment. He can’t do much,” Hall 

Master Yuan smiled. 

Hall Master Gu Xin and Hall Master Nie Yun felt at ease when they heard that. 

Under the guidance of Hall Master Yuan personally, Emperor God Xiu Luo’s consciousness embodiment 

came into the Milky Way and entered the lofty palace. 

In the palace, Hall Master Yuan, Hall Master Gu Xin and Hall Master Nie Yun sat side by side. 

“How come there are only three of you? Where’s Sword Emperor?” The balding Emperor God Xiu Luo in 

black robes looked at the three people in front of him. 



“Our Palace Master is cultivating in seclusion. Excuse him for not being able to greet you personally. 

Emperor God Xiu Luo, what’s the matter? You can talk to us directly. We can make a decision on most 

matters. Even if we can’t, we can send a message to ask Palace Master,” Hall Master Yuan said. 

“Cultivation in seclusion?” Emperor God Xiu Luo raised his eyebrows, “Sword Emperor is so patient. 

Lineage of Star is cornered in a desperate situation and he has the mood to cultivate in seclusion?” 

“Emperor God Xiu Luo, let’s be frank here. What’s the matter?” Hall Master Yuan replied. 

“Actually, the purpose of my visit, you should be able to guess,” Emperor God Xiu Luo looked around, 

“Outside the Milky Way, although three alliances stand side by side, we Almighties Alliance do not hold 

any grudges against Lineage of Star. Our purpose is only to obtain Secret Skill of Star Palace. As long as 

we obtain Secret Skill of Star Palace, regardless of Lineage of Star’s rise and fall or life and death, it has 

nothing to do with Almighties Alliance.” 

“In other words, as long as we get Secret Skill of Star Palace, Almighties Alliance can side whichever 

campsite.” 

Hall Master Yuan and Hall Master Yuan and Hall Master Nie Yun by the side, they exchanged a look and 

smiled in their hearts. 

They could tell from Emperor God Xiu Luo’s suggestion that he meant Almighties Alliance could totally 

stand by Lineage of Star as long as they got the Secret Skill of Star Palace. 

“I understand what Emperor God Xiu Luo meant. Lineage of Star could let the experts from Almighties 

Alliance cultivate Secret Skill of Star Palace. The prerequisite is that they have to first serve Lineage of 

Star for ten thousand years. Of course, during the ten thousand years, we Lineage of Star would reward 

according to merit. The three volumes of Secret Skill of Star Palace would be given to them one by one 

according to their contribution,” Hall Master Yuan said. 

“Serve Lineage of Star? This is impossible!” Emperor God Xiu Luo shook his head, “Although you’d only 

be doing so as guest elders and there isn’t any restriction, it’s still a no.” 

“How about getting everyone from Almighties Alliance to team up with Lineage of Star to defeat Star 

Extermination Alliance and Supreme Ten Alliance, then we let everyone receive the inheritance?” Hall 

Master Yuan suggested again. 

Emperor God Xiu Luo grew distressed. 

To defeat Star Extermination Alliance and Supreme Ten Alliance head-on? 

Forget about the power of Star Extermination Alliance and Supreme Ten Alliance, which were powerful, 

the danger that Lineage of Star was facing was faintly supported by the Great Emperor in the back. 

To have Almighties Alliance take sides and stand by Lineage of Star, it wasn’t a problem, it was merely a 

standing. 

However, if they wanted Almighties Alliance to go all-out and fight Star Extermination Alliance and 

Supreme Ten Alliance head-on, the experts in Almighties Alliance might not be willing to. 



“Why? You’re not willing to be Lineage of Star’s guest elders. Then, you’re not willing to fight against the 

two alliances alongside Lineage of Star. You’re merely declaring your standing yet you want to receive 

the inheritance of Secret Skill of Star Palace. Emperor God Xiu Luo, aren’t you letting your imagination 

run wild?” Hall Master Yuan’s gaze became sharp. 
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Merely a standing, without any substantive action. When the war exploded, Almighties Alliance 

wouldn’t provide any assistance. 

What was the use then? 

“Hall Master Yuan, you can’t put it that way,” Emperor God Xiu Luo stood up, “We Almighties Alliance 

are the strongest out of all three alliances. The number of our Almighties is more than one hundred. 

With such power, merely declaring our standing is sufficient to make the two alliances have scruples and 

not take action hastily.” 

“It’s good enough to be able to do so.” 

“We Almighties Alliance only want to save some trouble. If Lineage of Star were to not agree, what if we 

Almighties Alliance took the two alliances’ side?” 

“Merely the existence of Star Extermination Alliance and Supreme Ten Alliance has already cornered you 

to such a state. Relying on the grand formation of Milky Way, you can only be protected temporarily. If 

we Almighties Alliance were to join them… Humph, by then, without attack superposition formation, 

over two hundred Almighties from three alliances will attack simultaneously, your tortoise shell 

definitely can’t withstand it either.” 

Emperor God Xiu Luo’s voice was cold. 

To him, the visit to Lineage of Star was only to remove unnecessary trouble. 

After all, if the three alliances were to attack at the same time, there would definitely be dispute in 

sharing of profit. If he could get Secret Skill of Star Palace just by declaring their standing, it was 

naturally the best situation. 

If Lineage of Star were to be smart enough, they would know the pros and cons. 

They should also know that they definitely didn’t stand much hope if they were to fight three alliances at 

the same time. 

“Emperor God Xiu Luo, are you threatening Lineage of Star?” Hall Master Yuan’s face grew gloomy. 

Hall Master Gu Xin and Hall Master Nie Yun looked upset too. 

“So what if I am threatening you? Lineage of Star has already reached such a situation, so we of 

Almighties Alliance are willing to give you a last chance. As long as you pass us the inheritance of Secret 

Skill of Star Palace, it will be done and it is already a great mercy. Otherwise, I will immediately discuss 



with the other two alliances to join forces together to break your tortoise shell and wipe out Lineage of 

Star!” Emperor God Xiu Luo’s voice was cold. 

“If so, Lineage of Star has to thank Almighties Alliance then? Thank you, Emperor God Xiu Luo, for your 

mercy?” Hall Master Yuan glared at Emperor God Xiu Luo. 

“Of course,” Emperor God Xiu Luo smirked, “Hall Master Yuan, I have said what I want to. There’s no 

need to talk further. You’d better inform Emperor Sword who is cultivating in seclusion. Let him consider 

this carefully then reply me.” 

“Farewell!” 

Then, Emperor God Xiu Luo’s figure shook and his consciousness embodiment dispersed. 

Looking at Emperor God Xiu Luo’s consciousness embodiment disperse, the three Hall Masters in the 

palace looked in distress. 

“Ridiculous. Emperor God Xiu Luo is ridiculous!” Hall Master Nie Yun roared. 

“He is ridiculous. But Almighties Alliance has the capital to be ridiculous,” Hall Master Gu Xin said in a 

deep voice, “However, isn’t Almighties Alliance going overboard? They don’t contribute anything to 

Lineage of Star. They only don’t take action against Lineage of Star, then they want Lineage of Star to 

pass them the inheritance of Secret Skill of Star Palace?! Even if they want to gain with little pain, this is 

basically nothing! They are obviously looting a burning house.” 

“Regardless, the terms are laid on the table. There is no space for negotiation. As for the final decision, 

let Palace Master do it,” Hall Master Yuan was calm. 

Immediately, Hall Master Yuan sent the content of his conversation with Emperor God Xiu Luo to Jian 

Wushuang. 

In Sword Star, in a secret room, Jian Wushuang continued to cultivate in seclusion. 

After two hundred and fifty years of cultivation, Jian Wushuang had reached the most crucial period. 

In his body, there was an enormous, strange strength concentrating in him madly. 

The power was power of Star! 

Power of Star was strange and contained great power. 

Then, the power of Star in Jian Wushuang’s body was transforming. 

Yes, it was transforming. 

The transformation lasted for a very long time and it was very slow. 

Jian Wushuang had already continuously transformed for over a decade. 

Finally, the transformation of power of Star completed. 

“The third volume of Secret Skill of Star Palace… Completed!” 



The very moment when his power of Star completed its transformation, Jian Wushuang opened in his 

eyes. In the depth of his eyes, there was a strange light that burst out. 

The light seemed to contain the entire boundless star. 

Secret Skill of Star Palace was a secret skill of Seven Star Black Sect. 

The secret skill was extremely powerful. 

Just like the danger that Lineage of Star was facing, it was mainly because of the secret skill. 

The attraction to the secret skill by all forces and experts in Eternal Chaotic World was too great. 

However, due to its attraction power, it showed its scariness. 

Secret Skill of Star Palace was put into three volumes! 

The first volume allowed one to multiply one’s attack power by ten times for ten breaths’ time! 

The second volume allows one to multiply one’s attack power by a hundred times for one breath of 

time! 

The second volume’s ability to multiply one’s attack power by a hundred times was already 

unbelievable. 

The reason why the Master of Star Palace was so scary was because he had cultivated the second 

volume. Plus, because there was an existence of a drop of unique blood essence, he could last for a long 

time after he performed the secret skill. 

He could massacre and stop at nothing. Unless one was a Great Emperor, no one could stop him. 

The second volume was as such. Then, the third volume… 

The third volume allows one to multiply one’s attack power by a thousand times but they could only 

perform one move! 

It was the strongest volume in Secret Skill of Star Palace. Although only one move was allowed, a 

multiplication of power of a thousand times was terrifying enough. 

However, it was extremely difficult to cultivate it. 

Jian Wushuang had heard that only the Master of Star Palace was the only one who had cultivated the 

third volume of Secret Skill of Star Palace in the whole of Lineage of Star. 

The rumors spread among deacon elderlies because they had thought the Master of Star Palace had 

created the Secret Skill of Star Palace. Hence, the Master of Star Palace had cultivated all three volumes 

of them,. 

But in actual fact, Jian Wushuang was sure that the Master of Star Palace hadn’t cultivated the third 

volume, only the second volume. 

In the entire Lineage of Star, ever since the Secret Skill of Star Palace started, no one had cultivated the 

third volume. 



But then… Jian Wushuang had cultivated it! 

Although there were many twists and turns in the journey, Jian Wushuang had studied carefully for a 

very long time. Even he thought he would at least need to breakthrough and become an Almighty 

before he could cultivate the third volume of Secret Skill of Star Palace successfully. But who knows, he 

had yet to breakthrough and merely at the peak of Real God, he had already cultivated the third volume 

of the secret skill successfully. 

Lineage of Star was facing a great danger. To be able to cultivate the Secret Skill of Star Palace 

successfully, it was too important for Jian Wushuang. 
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“The third volume, once performed, could multiply my attack power by a thousand times…” Jian 

Wushuang clenched his hands as his eyes shined. 

Although he could only perform one move, it would be a thousand times the power. 

His fighting power was already at the level of Peak Emperor God. Which level would he be able to reach 

if his power were to be increased by a thousand times? 

A terrifying hit by a Great Emperor was nothing. 

The strongest trump card! 

The moment Jian Wushuang successfully cultivated Secret Skill of Star Palace, it became his strongest 

trump card! 

Just like the other trump cards, King Sword Skill, Star Destruction Skill, River Mountain Map. Although 

they were all powerful. 

None of the trump cards would enable him to increase his power by a thousand times in a split moment. 

If the trump card were to be utilized appropriately, he could turn around an undesirable change!!! 

… 

After grasping the final strongest trump card, Jian Wushuang came out of seclusion. 

In the lofty palace in Lineage of Star. 

“Palace Master!” 

Hall Master Yuan, Hall Master Gu Xin, Hall Master Nie Yun, the three of them stood in reverence before 

Jian Wushuang. 

“Almighties Alliance, did they make any move?” Jian Wushuang looked. 

“No, I think they are still waiting for our reply,” Hall Master Yuan said. 

“Hehe, Almighties Alliance want to take advantage of us during our difficult times. It won’t be that easy. 

Forget about the fact that they offer no effort at all, even if they were to be willing to work with Lineage 



of Star to fight against the two alliances, I wouldn’t pass them Secret Skill of Star Palace,” Jian Wushuang 

sneered. 

“If so, I shall reply to them now then,” Hall Master Yuan said. 

“There’s no hurry,” Jian Wushuang waved his hand, “Don’t need to reply. Keep them waiting. Even if 

they ask, tell them Lineage of Star still needs time to consider. We can hold them back for the time 

being. Seizing the time, Lineage of Star shall first take care of Star Extermination Alliance and Supreme 

Ten Alliance.” 

Hearing what Jian Wushuang had said, the three Hall Masters were surprised. 

“Palace Master, we are finally taking action?” Hall Master Nie Yun’s eyes were burning with enthusiasm. 

All these years, Star Extermination Alliance and Supreme Ten Alliance had been sending people who 

hurled abuse and humiliated them from outside. The experts in Lineage of Star felt aggrieved, let alone 

Hall Master Nie Yun, who was a short-tempered and impatient person. 

“We’ve been hiding for so many years and we are so full of grievances. It’s finally time for us to get back 

in the game,” Jian Wushuang smiled but his smile was cold. 

“Hall Master Yuan, follow the original plan and carry on,” Jian Wushuang commanded. 

“Yes,” Hall Master Yuan nodded. His eyes were beaming too. 

Lineage of Star had been showing the white feather, they had been hiding. 

Even though they were humiliated, they were holding themselves back. 

They had been hiding for so long and they were finally going to counterattack! 

… 

Outside Universe Galaxy, in the vast void, there were lofty palaces and pavilions floating. 

The palaces and pavilions were built by Star Extermination Alliance temporarily, where the headquarters 

of Star Extermination Alliance was. 

Then, in the lofty palace right in the middle. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Emperor God Tian Ling, Number One Divine King, Master of Real Martial Arts Divine Church, Master of 

Highest Heaven Emperor Mansion, the main representatives rushed over one after another. 

“Palace Master Wu Luo, what’s the matter? Why are you looking for us in a hurry?” Number One Divine 

King asked. 

Palace Master Wu Luo, who was waiting in the palace since long ago, smirked, “Of course, there’s good 

news.” 

Then, Palace Master Wu Luo looked to the person next to him. 

Everyone else looked at the person as well. 



She was a white-robed married woman who had a great body. The beautiful married woman only gave 

out aura of a Sir God. In terms of power, no one at the scene would bother with her. 

However, her identity was extraordinary. 

The beautiful married woman was Sir God Yin Yue, a genius in formation. 

In the past two hundred and fifty years, Star Extermination Alliance had invited a few geniuses in 

formation to study the Galaxy formation. Amongst them, Sir God Yin Yue was the most knowledgeable 

in formation. 

“Sir God Yin Yue, did you find the weak point of the formation?” Number One Divine King couldn’t help 

but ask. 

“Luckily I accomplished the mission,” Sir God Yin Yue smiled. 

Merely a short reply but it struck happiness in everyone. 

One should know that Star Extermination Alliance possess the power to exterminate Lineage of Star. 

However, because of Galaxy formation, they could do nothing about it. 

In the past two hundred and fifty years, they had been trying to resolve the Galaxy formation. 

Then, there was finally news about it. 

“Everyone, please take a look,” Sir God Yin Yue waved and there was immediately a miniature Galaxy on 

the floor in the palace. 

With naked eyes, besides the size, the Galaxy looked exactly the same as Universe Galaxy. 

“Look, I marked it here,” Sir God Yin Yue pointed at a spot on the Galaxy. 

It was a corner that was hard to notice in Universe Galaxy, which no one would pay attention to 

normally. Under Sir God Yin Yue’s manipulation, there was energy revolving in the Galaxy and it formed 

a cycle. In the complete cycle, the corner that Sir God Yin Yue had marked was the middle of the support 

for the cycle. 

“As expected!” 

The Peak Emperor Gods were beaming with joy when they saw it. 

“The Galaxy around Lineage of Star is really unique. I’ve searched for a very long time to find this place. 

Besides myself, in Eternal Chaotic World, there definitely will be less than three people who could find 

this. 

“Haha, thank you Sir God Yin Yue. The previously agreed reward, we Star Extermination Alliance would 

triple it,” Palace Master Wu Luo said. 

“Thank you,” Sir God Yin Yue was delighted. 

Palace Master Wu Luo looked at the people around him, “As we now know the weak point of the Galaxy 

formation, the following matter is much easier. We only need to break this point with fierce force. The 

cycle of the galaxy will definitely shatter and the galaxy formation will be resolved.” 



“That being said, even the weak point requires fierce power to break it. I wonder if all experts in Star 

Extermination Alliance could break it if they worked together,” Number One Divine King creased his 

eyebrows and said. 

“Master of Real Martial Arts Divine Church, how did the attack superposition formation go?” Palace 

Master Wu Luo looked at Master of Real Martial Arts Divine Church. 

“We found an ordinary attack superposition formation. Although it could concentrate all Almighties’ 

power, it could at most concentrate over ten Almighties’ power. Our Star Extermination Alliance’s 

experts use this attack superposition formation would concentrate six attacks in the end. It is better 

than all power scattered, better than over seventy attacks. The possibility of breaking the weak point 

should be high,” Master of Real Martial Arts Divine Church said. 

“Whether or not we can break it, we will know when we try,” Palace Master Wu Luo looked cold, “Let’s 

go!” 

Very soon, the experts from Star Extermination Alliance departed. 
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At the border of Universe Galaxy, Sir God Yin Yue found the weak point. 

The experts from Star Extermination Alliance gathered. 

“Here, everyone, let’s do this,” Sir God Yin Yue said. 

“Use attack superposition formation,” Palace Master Wu Luo ordered. 

The experts from Star Extermination Alliance immediately took action. The experts, including Emperor 

Gods, joined forces to perform attack superposition formation. 

The six attack superposition formations gathered the power and fused them together flawlessly. 

“Attack!” 

Everyone launched attacks simultaneously. Boundless billowing power surged and the six attack 

superposition formations quickly formed six terrifying attacks. 

The six terrifying attacks formed and hit the weak point of the galaxy formation directly. 

Hong! 

There was an earth-shattering thud. 

Terrifying divine power spread in all directions. 

There were almost seventy Almighties that teamed up and formed six attack superposition formations. 

The attack power was strong and even a Great Emperor couldn’t belittle it. 

Under the fierce attack, the galaxy formation, that was firm and sturdy, including Universe Galaxy, shook 

vigorously. The entire formation trembled in the balance. 



“There’s hope!” 

The experts from Star Extermination Alliance were thrilled. 

Even after the attack, the galaxy formation didn’t collapse at the first instant but it shook. 

“Continue!” Palace Master Wu Luo’s voice was low. 

The experts continued to attack with attack superposition formations. 

Hong! 

As the second attack hit, the entire Universe Galaxy started to break, as though it couldn’t endure the 

hit. 

When the third attack hit… 

The galaxy formation that had blocked Star Extermination Alliance for two hundred and fifty years finally 

had a huge hole. 

Although the formation didn’t collapse straightaway, the hole became an opening of the formation. 

“Haha, finally opened!” Palace Master Wu Luo was thrilled and his laughter reverberated, “Everyone, 

follow me in!” 

“Kill, destroy Lineage of Star!” 

“Kill all of them!” 

“Kill! Kill! Kill!” 

The experts from Star Extermination Alliance were excited. Under the lead of Palace Master Wu Luo and 

other Peak Emperor Gods, they plunged into Universe Galaxy. 

All of them were soaring with murderous intention. 

From their point of view, the galaxy formation was Lineage of Star’s biggest reliance. Then, as the galaxy 

formation broke, Lineage of Star was only left to be mercilessly massacred. 

However, just as Star Extermination Alliance passed through the hole and barged into Universe Galaxy, 

in the void above the depth of Universe Galaxy. 

The experts in Lineage of Star continued to stand erect. They could see everything afar through the 

galaxy. 

“Sh*t, we’re doomed!” 

“Even the formation broke. There’s no turning point for Lineage of Star.” 

“The final reliance, it’s gone, just like that.” 

The guest elders that were invited looked distressed. 

They didn’t know Lineage of Star’s true power and trump cards. Just like Star Extermination Alliance, 

they thought Lineage of Star was coming to an end when they saw the galaxy formation break. 



However, they didn’t notice that Jian Wushuang, Hall Master Yuan, Hall Master Gu Xin, Hall Master Nie 

Yun, who were standing at the far front, showed no fear nor anxiety at the sight. On the contrary, the 

four of them wore a faint smile. 

“It seems that Star Extermination Alliance isn’t suspicious as all,” Jian Wushuang commented. 

“I intentionally led Sir God Yin Yun to find the flaw. Sir God Yin Yue was good at formations. She didn’t 

suspect anything. Naturally, the experts from Star Extermination Alliance couldn’t tell. They really 

thought they had broken Lineage of Star’s final reliance,” Hall Master Yuan sneered. 

“Everything goes according to plan. Now that Star Extermination Alliance has already fallen into Lineage 

of Star’s trap and they have yet to realize, Palace Master, shouldn’t we haul our fishing net?” Hall 

Master Gu Xin said. 

Hall Master Nie Yun looked enthusiastic. 

They had been hiding for so long. They had been bottling up for so long. They couldn’t hold back any 

longer. 

They were only waiting for Jian Wushuang’s command. 

“Calm down and be prepared.” 

Jian Wushuang chuckled then he turned to look at the guest elders, “Everyone, get ready. Later, we 

might need you to go all-out. Seize the time before the other two alliances respond. Let’s take care of 

Star Extermination Alliance first.” 

Hearing Jian Wushuang’s command, the guest elders were confused. 

Star Extermination Alliance broke Lineage of Star’s final reliance and came inside. Lineage of Star was 

going to be doomed. 

However, whatever Jian Wushuang said meant otherwise. 

Looking at everyone’s strange expressions, Hall Master Yuan smiled, “Palace Master, it’s time. Shouldn’t 

we show our guest elders Lineage of Star’s true power?” 

“True power? The guest elders were surprised. 

“Mm, we should,” Jian Wushuang nodded. Then, before all guest elders’ suspicious gazes, he waved. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

There was a large number of figures that appeared in the surrounding void. They were densely dotted, 

more than a hundred of them. 

The figures were in bronze armors. All of them were brawny and strong like mountains. 

“This, this is?” 

“Dao soldiers, they are Dao soldiers!” 

“So many Dao soldiers? There are almost a hundred and twenty of them. Oh God!” 



“How is it possible?” 

The guest elders were shocked. 

They knew about Dao soldiers and they had even fought alongside Dao soldiers before. 

However, compared to the Dao soldiers that Jian Wushuang had taken out before, there were only 

thirty-four of them. After the fight with Star Extermination Alliance, there were some that were 

damaged. 

However, what were the one hundred and twenty Dao soldiers in front of them? 

The guest elders had yet to respond and there were suddenly two figures that appeared next to Jian 

Wushuang. 

One of the two was a hunchbacked elder. 

The other one was a Taoist-robed elder who stood next to Jian Wushuang like a servant. 

When the two people appeared, the guest elders were taken by surprise again. 

“Peak Emperor Gods!” 

“Two Peak Emperor Gods!” 

“Oh my God!” 

The guest elders couldn’t help but gulp. They finally understood why the higher-ups of Lineage of Star, 

Jian Wushuang and the other three Hall Masters, were so confident when Star Extermination Alliance 

had barged in. 

It turned out that Lineage of Star’s true power was then revealed. 

Almost a hundred and twenty Dao soldiers and two Peak Emperor Gods, three including Jian Wushuang. 

In addition to the guest elders, in terms of team formation, Lineage of Star wasn’t any weaker than Star 

Extermination Alliance but faintly stronger. 
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“Almost a hundred and twenty Dao soldiers and two Peak Emperor Gods, that’s the true power of 

Lineage of Star?” 

“They have stronger power than Star Extermination Alliance but they have been holding back and didn’t 

attack. They are… showing the white feathers!!” 

Showing the white feathers? 

The guest elders thought of that. 

Then, they gasped a breath of cold air. 



As Lineage of Star had been showing the white feathers, Star Extermination Alliance broke the formation 

to barge in, didn’t it mean… it was a trap? 

“Everyone, Lineage of Star has held back for two hundred and fifty years for the scene that just 

happened. Now, it’s time to haul the fishing net,” Jian Wushuang smiled,” Hall Master Yuan, tell them 

about the galaxy.” 

“Yes,” Hall Master Yuan nodded. He looked at the guest elders, “Everyone, it looks as though Star 

Extermination Alliance broke the galaxy formation. But in actual fact, I was the one who led them to 

break it. Not only that, after they break in, I will lead them to the core region of the galaxy formation. 

Then, the galaxy formation’s power will be displayed fully.” 

“Later, I will send all of you to the core of the galaxy formation as well. There, you will receive power 

support for the formation. The power that you can perform would be stronger than before. This is one 

of the advantages.” 

“Second, I will control the spacetime in the core region. I will utilize spacetime to provide utmost 

assistance to all of you. For instance, when you were to be severely injured and at the brink of death, I 

will immediately perform spacetime measure to move you in order to ensure your safety. Of course, if 

you were to die too quickly, I couldn’t do anything about it.” 

“Besides the two mentioned advantages, the galaxy formation also contains fierce attack skill. You will 

know about the attack skill later.” 

Hall Master Yuan said and the guest elders were surprised. 

Previously, they had thought that it was merely defense power of the galaxy formation. 

However, from what it seemed, the formation was far beyond that. 

They already possessed a stronger team formation than Star Extermination Alliance originally. In 

addition to such powerful formation… The time was right, geographical and social conditions were 

favorable to Lineage of Star. 

These guest elders started to pity Star Extermination Alliance’s upcoming result. 

“The people from Star Extermination Alliance have already arrived at the core region,” Hall Master Yuan 

suddenly said. 

Everyone beamed with joy. 

“Sword Emperor, let’s take action,” Emperor God Xuan Wu said in a hurry. 

“Don’t be in a hurry, let me play with them first,” Hall Master Yuan smiled creepily. 

In Universe Galaxy, the core region of the galaxy formation. 

The experts from Star Extermination Alliance continued to plunge forward and intended to barge into 

the lair of Lineage of Star. 

However, after flying for a while, forget about the lair of Lineage of Star, they didn’t even see a shadow. 



“Something’s not right.” 

The Master of Real Martial Arts Divine Church, “The galaxy formation was Lineage of Star’s reliance. 

Theoretically, when we were attacking the galaxy formation, Lineage of Star should respond. However, 

we already broke the formation and barged into the galaxy for so long. Lineage of Star didn’t even move 

an inch. There wasn’t any expert who came to stop us either. This is not normal.” 

“What’s not normal? From what I see, Lineage of Star definitely knew Star Extermination Alliance had 

barged in and they are panicking. Hence, they are gathering their experts and disciples to plan how to 

escape,” Number One Divine King smirked in disdain. 

“Escape?” 

The surrounding people heard that word and they smiled. Obviously, they agreed with the idea. 

Two hundred and fifty years ago, Lineage of Star and Star Extermination Alliance had fought and the 

difference in their power had been fully displayed. 

Lineage of Star couldn’t match evenly with Star Extermination Alliance. 

Otherwise, they wouldn’t have hidden in the galaxy formation for two hundred and fifty years and they 

wouldn’t have yet to counterattack when they were humiliated. 

Then, the formation collapsed. Under normal circumstances, the experts in Lineage of Star would 

definitely opt to escape. At most, they would only send some of their experts to hold them back in order 

to buy more time for more people to escape. 

Most people thought so. 

It was because Lineage of Star had showed the white feather for over two hundred years. Hence, they 

thought so. 

“Don’t bother about that. No matter what measure Lineage of Star takes, before the absolute difference 

of power, everything will be in vain. Until we barge into the lair of Lineage of Star, we will kill all experts 

in Lineage of Star,” Palace Master Wu Luo was soaring with murderous intention. 

The people in Star Extermination Alliance nodded heavily. 

Just then… Vroom!!! 

A terrifying power suddenly concentrated in front of the experts in Star Extermination Alliance. In a 

short while, the power substantiated into four huge figures. 

The four figures were four one-eyed giants that was more than ten zhang tall. The one-eyed giants were 

holding a mace each. Their intense aurae that carried rage within were given out from the one-eyed 

giants’ bodies and pressed at Star Extermination Alliance. 

“What are those?” 

“Such strong aurae. In terms of aurae, the four giants don’t seem to be any weaker than Emperor God.” 

“Judging from their bodies, they were substantiated from energy, not real lives.” 



The experts in Star Extermination Alliance stopped and their gazes fixed upon the four one-eyed giants. 

In the depth of the galaxy, everyone in Lineage of Star could see clearly through the galaxy. 

“Hall Master Yuan, these four giants are…?” The guest elders looked at Hall Master Yuan suspiciously. 

“These are one-eyed giants substantiated by the galaxy formation, also known as galaxy giants. Every 

single one of them has the power of an Emperor God. With the power that the galaxy formation 

possessed, it could substantiate four of them and it is already at its maximum limit,” Hall Master Yuan 

said. 

Everyone heard and was surprised again. 

The four one-eyed giants were four Emperor Gods!!! 

“Let the four one-eyed giants play with Star Extermination Alliance first,” Hall Master Yuan smiled. 

At the core region of the galaxy formation, four one-eyed giants had already attacked. 

They were holding a mace each as they soared with murderous intention. They charged at the experts in 

Star Extermination Alliance ferociously. 

The experts in Star Extermination Alliance were raging with anger. They naturally counterattacked 

immediately. 

Hong! Hong! Hong! Hong! 

A loud thud reverberated in Universe Galaxy. Every single thud could easily break mountains and split 

rivers. However, to Universe Galaxy, such a thud wouldn’t cause any effect. 

In such a ferocious fight, the four one-eyed giants displayed fighting power that wasn’t any weaker than 

an Emperor God’s. 

They brought about great trouble to Star Extermination Alliance. 

However, there were many Almighties in Star Extermination Alliance. There was a total of ten of them. 

They weren’t shakeable by the four one-eyed giants. 

In a short while, the four one-eyed giants were forced into a desperate situation. 

“Hall Master Yuan, the four one-eyed giants can’t hold any longer,” there was a guest elder that 

immediately said. 
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“Don’t worry,” Hall Master Yuan smiled confidently. 

In the core region of the galaxy formation, the experts were under attack by the four one-eyed giants. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! 

The four huge figures collapsed. 



However, looking at the four one-eyed giants that just crumbled, in the vast void, a large amount of 

energy concentrated and immediately formed four one-eyed giants again. 

“This is?” Everyone from Lineage of Star looked shocked. 

“The four one-eyed giants are substantiated by the galaxy formation. As long as the formation is there, 

the one-eyed giant is invincible. Even if they were defeated, they could re-substantiate and continue to 

fight,” Hall Master Yuan explained, “This is only one of the attacks of the galaxy formation. As for more 

attack measures, wait till the formation goes full-force and displays them.” 

Jian Wushuang nodded and looked around, “Next, it’s time for all of you to attack. Like I said before, 

you’ll be rewarded according to merit. If everyone would like to get the Secret Skill of Star Palace earlier, 

you have to go all-out for this battle.” 

“Sword Emperor, don’t worry,” Emperor God Jiu Yin was the first to reply, “With our team and the aid of 

the formation, although I don’t dare to say we could kill all experts in Star Extermination Alliance, we 

could at least defeat them, crush them in heavy defeat!” 

“Yes, defeat them, crush them!” 

“We felt aggrieved for so many years and it is finally time to counterattack.” 

“Don’t let any of them escape the galaxy formation alive!” 

The guest elders’ eyes were burning with enthusiasm and their faces were plastered with bloodthirsty 

smiles. 

Jian Wushuang lifted the corners of his lips at the sight. Then, he looked at Hall Master Yuan. “Send us 

over.” 

“Alright,” Hall Master Yuan nodded. 

Under the manipulation of Hall Master Yuan, there were space wormholes in the void in front of them. 

“Everyone, go ahead,” Hall Master said in a bright and loud voice. 

Everyone in Lineage of Star, including the one hundred and twenty Dao soldiers, took a huge stride into 

the space wormholes in front of them without hesitation. 

Thought space wormhole, the experts in Lineage of Star instantly appeared in the core region of the 

galaxy formation. 

There, the experts in Star Extermination Alliance were fighting with the four one-eyed giants. 

They had already broken the one-eyed giants once, but the one-eyed giants substantiated again and 

fought with them again. 

“The four one-eyed giants are not true living things. They should be affected by the galaxy. As long as 

they are within the galaxy, they are invincible. There’s no need to tangle with them. We only need to 

barge into the lair of Lineage of Star,” Palace Master Wu Luo shouted. 

Suddenly… 



Vroom! 

The space wormholes appeared in the surrounding void. In an instant, there were at least ten space 

wormholes that appeared from nowhere. 

Then, there were figures that leapt out from the space wormholes and appeared in front of the experts 

in Star Extermination Alliance. 

Looking at the figures that leaped out form the space wormholes, the experts in Star Extermination 

Alliance were shocked. 

Too many. 

There were too many experts who had leapt out from the space wormholes. There was absolutely more 

than a hundred of them. 

Amongst, the bronze-armored Dao soldiers were the most. 

Star Extermination Alliance knew these Dao soldiers as well. 

“How could there be so many?” 

“Oh, oh my!” 

“Sh*t!!!” 

The experts in Star Extermination Alliance were shocked. 

Everyone in Lineage of Star, including the Dao soldiers, was soaring with murderous intention the 

moment they leapt out of the space wormholes. 

“Die!” 

“Kill all of them!” 

“Haha, Star Extermination Alliance, you came today, so don’t think about leaving!” 

The voice shook the earth as everyone attacked simultaneously. 

Once they attacked, they went all-out. In the surrounding galaxy, there was a layer of blurry light, just 

like warm sunlight that shone on all experts and Dao soldiers from Lineage of Star. The experts and Dao 

soldiers’ power received a certain level of improvement. 

Hong! 

An earth-shattering war was finally taking place. 

“Be careful!” 

“Trap, it’s a trap!!” 

“Lineage of Star, since when did they have so many extra Dao soldiers? And the formation, what’s going 

on with it?” 

Star Extermination Alliance was panicking. 



That was normal. After the war that had happened two hundred and fifty years ago, after they had 

defeated Lineage of Star, Star Extermination Alliance didn’t think how powerful Lineage of Star could be. 

They thought as long as the galaxy formation collapsed, it would be easy to destroy Lineage of Star. 

But then, the scene before them had totally surpassed their expectations. 

Since the appearance of the four one-eyed giants to the display of Lineage of Star’s power, most 

importantly, the one hundred and twenty Dao soldiers… The fighting power was shocking. 

Then, no matter how stupid they were, they could tell that Lineage of Star was showing the white 

feather and was hiding. 

Why did they show the white feather? 

Why did they hide? 

No doubt, it was because of them. 

In order to reveal flaws intentionally and lead them to the core of the formation. 

From the beginning to the end, it had been Lineage of Star’s strategy. 

It was a trap! 

“B*stard. Don’t panic!!!” 

There was a loud roar. Number One Divine King from Divine King Island was giving out terrifying aura as 

his voice reverberated in the battlefield. 

“So what if it is a trap? We Star Extermination Alliance gathered five top forces and our overall fighting 

power is fierce. How could Lineage of Star match evenly to us?” 

“Don’t panic. Launch full attack and kill everyone in Lineage of Star!” 

Listening to Number One Divine King’s comment, the experts in Star Extermination Alliance calmed 

down. 

Yes, even if the formation was really a trap, the strategy that Lineage of Star had set up from the 

beginning to the end, Star Extermination Alliance’s power was on display. Almost seventy Almighties 

and ten Emperor Gods could easily wipe out everything. 

“Die! Die!” 

The experts in Star Extermination Alliance beamed with sharp gaze and greeted their attack. 

“This should be it,” Number One Divine King’s eyes grew cold. 

But then… 

“No!” A shrill scream was heard. 



The roar came from next to Number One Divine King. Number One Divine King immediately looked and 

saw a resplendent golden light piercing the head of a young and immature young man dressed in black. 

The resplendent golden light pierced his head and paused in the void slightly. 

Number One Divine King saw clearly that the resplendent golden light was Jian Wushuang’s Hong Jun 

Golden Sword. 

“Second brother!!!” 

Number One Divine King was suddenly shocked. 

One should know that Hong Jun Golden Sword had pierced his second brother’s head, also the Number 

Two Divine King of Divine King Island!!! 

There was a total of three Divine Kings in Divine King Island. The three Divine Kings controlled Divine 

King Island together and they were tightly knitted like true brothers. 

There were two Divine Kings that came from Divine King Island but then his second brother was killed 

before him directly. 
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“Jian Wushuang!!” 

There was a sudden roar, seemingly from the Highest Heaven. Number One Divine King’s face instantly 

grew red and his veins popped. There was fierce fire that was burning in his eyes, just like a lion in rage. 

His eyes were like lightning as he locked gazes with Jian Wushuang in the void in front. 

“Haha, Number One Divine King, weren’t you calm earlier? You said it didn’t matter even if Lineage of 

Star prepared the trap. Why? I only killed one of the divine King from Divine King Island and you got so 

anxious?” Jian Wushuang sneered. 

Just like the experts in Lineage of Star and the Dao soldiers, Jian Wushuang had already attacked the 

moment they leaped out from the space wormhole. 

Number Two Divine King from Divine King Island happened to be around him and Jian Wushuang had 

targeted him at the first instant. 

He suddenly attacked and the four Hong Jun Golden Swords flew out simultaneously. Under full force, 

Number Two Divine King couldn’t resist at all. On top of that, he didn’t have any Chaotic Divine Treasure 

level defense armor. In an instant, Jian Wushuang killed him on the spot. 

The speed was too fast. So fast that Number One Divine King didn’t manage to save him in time. 

“I want to kill you!!!” 

Number One Divine King felt hysteric. A Peak Emperor God’s terrifying aura spread out. He clenched the 

saber in his hand and took a leap forward to charge at Jian Wushuang. 



Besides, Palace Master Wu Luo and the Master of Real Martial Arts Divine Church had locked onto Jian 

Wushuang as their target as well. 

“Jian Wushuang, you escaped last time. You won’t be that lucky this time!” Palace Master Wu Luo’s 

voice was loud. 

“Jian Wushuang, you have to die today!” The Master of Real Martial Arts Divine Church beaming with 

cold light. 

The two Peak Emperor God knew that no one was Jian Wushuang’s opponent one-on-one. 

Jian Wushuang so that Jian Wushuang couldn’t free himself to attack the people at the surrounding 

battlefield. 

The three Peak Emperor Gods charged to him but Jian Wushuang wasn’t fearful at all. 

“Haha, in the previous battle, we had to show the white feather and I couldn’t mess with you much. But 

today, I’d love to fight against the three Emperor Gods heartily!” Jian Wushuang’s voice was rampage. 

He revealed his ancient tribe body with seven heads and fourteen arms while the four Hong Jun Golden 

Swords floated in front of his body. 

“Die!” 

Jian Wushuang exploded his full power. After merely two hundred fifty years, he stood alongside the 

three Peak Emperor Gods again. 

At their surrounding, the experts and Dao soldiers from both campsites started a ferocious war. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! 

There were constant bangs and thuds resounding. 

The war was in a white-hot stage from the very beginning. 

In the crowd, a creepy dim light followed by two flashes appeared in front of a white-haired man in 

white robe. 

“I am Qian Mingzi. I have been looking forward to meeting Emperor God Tian Ling,” Qian Mingzi flashed 

a gentle smile. 

“Qing Mingzi, never heard of you,” Emperor God Tian Ling’s face was cold and the gaze he looked at 

Qian Mingzi was as though he was a cloud of air. 

“From today onwards, you will know of my name then. I won’t give you any chance to interfere with the 

battlefield,” Qian Mingzi smiled. 

“You?” Emperor God Tian Ling’s eyes let out chilliness and there were no emotions. 

“Why not give it a try?” Qian Mingzi didn’t talk further but charged at Emperor God Tian Ling. 

Before the fight began, Jian Wushuang had already instructed him to hold Emperor God Tian Ling back 

so that he wouldn’t have a chance to take action. 



Qing Mingzi naturally gave his best. 

The war was earth-shattering. The fight was extremely ferocious. 

To begin with, in terms of team formation alone, Lineage of Star wasn’t weaker than Star Extermination 

Alliance. In addition to the four one-eyed giants, their fighting power was even slighter stronger. Plus, 

Lineage of Star had the assistance of galaxy formation. 

Since the beginning of the war, the experts and Dao soldiers of Lineage of Star had had the assistance of 

galaxy formation. Hence, the displayed power was obviously much stronger. 

Besides, Hall Master, who was hidden in the depths of the galaxy, couldn’t stay put. 

In one corner of the battlefield. 

Dang! Dang! 

There were two loud thuds and Emperor God Jiu Yin was sent backwards by his opponent. After a while, 

he steadied his figure. Then, he scoffed and plunged out again as his fighting power was not affected at 

all. 

That scene made the Master of Highest Heaven Emperor Mansion, who was fighting with Emperor God 

Jiu Yin, look distressed. 

Although the Master of Highest Heaven Emperor Mansion wasn’t a Peak Emperor God, he was 

extremely close to one. 

Many years ago, the Master of Highest Heaven Emperor Mansion had once crossed paths with Emperor 

God Jiu Yin. Back then, Emperor God Jiu Yin would opt to avoid him when he saw him and he didn’t have 

the courage to fight with him. 

But now… 

“Emperor God Jiu Yin took advantage of the assistance from the surrounding formation and he has the 

courage to fight head-on with me. Plus, he has Chaotic Divine Treasure level’s armor to protect his body. 

I can do nothing about him,” the Master of Highest Heaven Emperor Mansion was helpless. 

In the void next to them. 

“Poof! 

One of the guest elders in Lineage of Star, a red-robed woman, was surprise-attacked by a Sir God and 

she was severely injured. 

“Die!” 

There were immediately two Sir Gods from Star Extermination Alliance, including a top Sir God that 

charged at her. 

“Sh*t,” the red-robed woman’s face changed. 

Just then… Vroom!! 



Behind the red-robed woman, there was a space wormhole that appeared from nowhere. At the same 

time, there was a palm that was substantiated from energy extended from the inside of space wormhole 

and grabbed her into the space wormhole. The red-robed woman disappeared in the space wormhole 

and the space wormhole dispersed instantly. 

“What?” 

The two Sir Gods who had been charging at the red-robed woman were surprised. 

In the void in the depth of the galaxy. 

Vroom! 

The red-robed lady’s figure appeared again. 

“Thank you, Hall Master Yuan.” 

The red-robed woman looked at Hall Master Yuan in front of her with gratitude. 

She knew clearly that if Hall Master Yuan hadn’t managed to drag her there from the battlefield earlier, 

she was most likely be dead. 

“Take your time to recover.” 

Hall Master Yuan said while his gaze fixed upon the battlefield in the core region. 

As soon as there were experts from Lineage of Star or Dao soldiers that were in danger on the 

battlefield, he would immediately take action to manipulate the spacetime within the formation to 

rescue them. 

Then, he could reduce the damage of Lineage of Star tremendously. 

Of course, in such a vigorous war, one might lose their life if they weren’t careful. Some came across 

dangers that Hall Master Yuan didn’t manage to rescue them from in time. 

“It’s about time. We should start using that move.” 

Hall Master Yuan muttered and his eyes were unusually cold. 

In the core region of galaxy formation, on the huge battlefield, the experts from both campsites were 

fighting ferociously. 

Just then, without any signs, there were three space wormholes that appeared suddenly in three 

corners on the battlefield. From the space wormholes, there was a ray of purple light that burst out. 
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Vroom! Vroom! Vroom! 

The three rays of purple light quivered, then the energy concentrated and suddenly substantiated into 

three purple spears. 



The three purple spears flew out at terrifying speed. 

Instantly, they appeared behind the three Sir Gods of Star Extermination Alliance. 

The three Sir Gods were in a ferocious fight with their opponents and two out of three of them were 

suppressed. Dealing with the purple spears that attacked out of nowhere without any symptoms. 

The three Sir Gods’ faces grew grave. 

“Sh*t!” 

“D*mn!!” 

“No!!” 

Bang! Bang! Psst! 

There were three continuous thuds. The three Sir Gods were hit by the purple spears directly. 

Among them, there were two that got severely injured and fell back under the attack of the purple 

spear. The last one was weaker in defense and he died on the spot after the purple spear pierced his 

body. 

“Not bad.” 

In the depth of the galaxy, Hall Master Yuan saw the effects that the three purple spears had brought 

about and he was satisfied. 

“After ten breaths, I can carry out the second attack!” 

“One breath… Two breaths…” 

Hall Master Yuan had already started to count. 

Universe Galaxy was from ancient times and its power was far beyond a simple defense formation. In 

terms of attack and auxiliary power, it was shockingly powerful. 

Since the four one-eyed giants at the beginning until the three purple spears, they were all techniques 

that Universe Galaxy possessed. 

Plus, Universe Galaxy had been severely damaged and it could only perform simple techniques. If 

Universe Galaxy were to receive abundant heaven and earth spiritual energy to recover the galaxy 

completely, with the guardian of Universe Galaxy, even if there were to be a Great Emperor expert that 

barged in personally, he could only enter, not leave!! 

On the battlefield… 

“How could it be?” 

“This is impossible.” 

The higher-ups of Star Extermination Alliance, also the three Peak Emperor Gods who were fighting with 

Jian Wushuang, had been keeping watch of the surrounding battlefield. 



They could see the scenery on the battlefield clearly. 

Star Extermination Alliance was already under control. 

They were completely suppressed. 

In terms of overall fighting power, they were weaker than Lineage of Star by a slight bit. On top of that, 

Lineage of Star had the aid of the formation. Hence, their difference in power became even greater. 

From the start of the war until then, it was merely a short while. But Star Extermination Alliance was 

under their full control. If they were to continue the war, Lineage of Star would gain the upper hand bit 

by bit and finally defeat Star Extermination Alliance completely. 

“I have to figure out a way immediately. Otherwise, we of Star Extermination Alliance will be defeated!!” 

Palace Master Wu Luo roared. 

“Go all out. Give full play to whatever trump card you have. Hurry up and kill Jian Wushuang. Only when 

the three of us have the bandwidth to fight the others, there would be a turning for this unfavorable 

situation,” the Master of Real Martial Arts Divine Church said. 

“What are we waiting for then? Let’s go all out!” Number One Divine King bellowed. 

Jian Wushuang killed his second brother. His intention to kill Jian Wushuang was much stronger than 

anyone else. 

The moment Jian Wushuang heard the conversation between the three of them, he scoffed, “All out? I’d 

like to see whose techniques are more powerful!” 

Jian Wushuang said, then he flipped his palm. There was a scroll painting that he threw in the void 

above. 

Instantly, the void above the galaxy started to take a drastic change. 

The originally resplendent galaxy suddenly replaced by a huge and beautiful world with mountains and 

rivers. 

“What is this?” 

Many experts on the battlefield couldn’t help but lift their heads up to look. 

Simultaneously, they were astonished by the huge world above. 

Jian Wushuang’s eyes were cold but his body was churning with divine power. The divine power blended 

with the world of mountains and rivers completely. 

“Nine-province of the Universe, Qing province as the seal!” 

“The first move, split the heavens!” 

Hong! 

Along with Jian Wushuang’s handprint, a complete continent descended from the world of mountains 

and rivers directly. 



The continent pressed down at the entire battlefield but was diminished forcibly under Jian Wushuang’s 

control. In the end, it only covered the region that the three Peak Emperor Gods were in. 

Feeling the boundless power contained in the seal, the three Emperor Gods’ faces grew extremely 

solemn. 

“Let’s take action together to shatter the continent,” Palace Master Wu Luo said. 

“Alright,” Number One Divine King and the Master of Real Martial Arts Divine Church nodded heavily. 

Instantly, the three Peak Emperor Gods let their strongest fighting powers run wild. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

The three attacks were like huge meteorites. They hit the descended lofty continent like lightning. 

Along with the loud noises, the lofty continent shattered into pieces under the attack of the three 

meteorites. 

There was no change in Jian Wushuang’s expression when he saw the scene. 

In his hand, there was still billowing divine power concentrating. 

“Nine-province of the Universe, Yu Province as the seal!” 

“The second move, Hack the Earth!” 

Hong! 

The second lofty continent descended. 

The power contained by the continent was obviously much stronger than the first continent. 

The terrifying power suppressed the entire universe and the corners of the three Emperor Gods’ lips 

were twitching. 

They knew clearly that it was definitely impossible to withstand such a terrifying attack if they were to 

be alone. 

Then, there were three Peak Emperor Gods joining forces after all. 

“Go!” 

Palace Master Wu Luo roared and instantly performed his strongest skills. 

The ancient hammer in his hand immediately increased tenfold under his control. 

The soaring rage swept out. 

The hammer was like a real star. As Palace Master Wu Luo waved, the star suddenly burst out. 

Number One Divine King looked cold as boundless crimson fog flowed out of his body as though he was 

covered in a crimson armor. 



His eyes were like crimson suns and the crimson saber in his hands was increasing in size tremendously 

as well. 

The towering saber shadows concentrated in the void and the saber shadows superposed onto one 

another intended to split the heaven into half. 

Wow! 

The blade light swung out and it was whistling as it flew at the descending lofty continent. 

As for the Master of Real Martial Arts Divine Church, he used both his hands. 

The two palms were covered in boundless golden lights and they flipped out two palms of Real Martial 

Arts. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

There were terrifying noises again and the second continent collapsed once again. 

“It collapsed?” 

Palace Master Wu Luo, Number One Divine King, the Master of Real Martial Arts just let out a breath of 

relief but they had yet to reveal a smile. 

Jian Wushuang’s hand, that contained boundless divine power, waved again. 

“The third move, Overwhelm the Rain!” 

Rumble. 

There was another continent that descended. 

The continent was much stronger than the first and second seal. 

Nine-province seal, the third move, Overwhelm The Rain, also the strongest seal that Jian Wushuang 

could perform with the assistance of Mountain River Map! 

Under the full explosion of his fierce divine power and ancient tribe bloodline, the power of the seal was 

given full play completely. 

“There’s more?!” 

The three Peak Emperor Gods were shocked. 

… 

Chapter 1910: Suppressing Three People Alone 

 

Merely the first seal wasn’t strong enough for the three of them to bother with. 

The second seal, although it was more powerful, the three of them resisted it with full force. 

Then, the even scarier third seal descended. 



Let’s do it together!!” 

Palace Master Wu Lui roared and his aura increased tremendously again. 

Number One Divine King and the Master of Real Martial Art Divine Church didn’t hesitate but gave their 

all. 

The three Peak Emperor Gods gave their all again. The attack that they launched was slightly stronger 

than before. 

Very soon, the two parties collided. 

Bang! 

There was a loud bang and the universe became quiet. 

In the boundless galaxy, there was boundless divine power sweeping out in madness. Instantly, it 

formed a vast ocean of divine power. 

In the divine power ocean, the three Peak Emperor Gods let out a low humph and their faces grew 

paler. The Master of Real Martial Arts Divine Church and Number One Divine King, who was weaker in 

defense, had blood flowing from the corners of their lips. 

“How is it possible?” 

Number One Divine King couldn’t hold back and roared angrily. His roar shook the universe. 

Two hundred and fifty years ago, the three Peak Emperor Gods had joined forces and defeated Jian 

Wushuang. 

But then, similarly, the three of them had joined forces but the result had been the total opposite. It 

wasn’t them who had suppressed Jian Wushuang, but Jian Wushuang who had suppressed the three of 

them with the aid of Mountain River Map! 

With his power alone, he had suppressed three Peak Emperor Gods! 

Then, it was the terrifying fighting power that Jian Wushuang had shown. 

However, there shouldn’t be any that possessed such fighting power among Emperor Gods. 

It instantly stirred a great commotion from the bottom of the three Emperor Gods’ hearts. They found it 

unbelievable. 

However, Jian Wushuang was extremely calm. 

“Two hundred and fifty years ago, I wanted to show the white feather and I never revealed any of my 

trump cards. Just like this Mountain River Map, I’ve never used it!” 

“But now, I give full play to Mountain River Map’s Power with my all.?Besides, the galaxy formation 

increases my power to a certain extent. My overall power has increased by almost twenty percent!” 

“The combination of two, to suppress three Peak Emperor Gods in terms of power is not impossible!” 

Jian Wushuang sneered and there was fighting intention soaring in his eyes. 



“Palace Master Wu Luo, Number One Divine King, the Master of Real Martial Art Divine Church, let’s 

fight again!” 

Swoosh! 

Jian Wushuang was boiling with rage. His body turned illusionary and charged out again. 

The three Peak Emperor Gods’ faces grew grave. 

At first, they had intended to take care of Jian Wushuang as early as possible, then they could help the 

surrounding battlefield. 

At the surrounding battlefield, Star Extermination Alliance was already at a disadvantage. Plus, as the 

experts of Star Extermination Alliance passed away one after another, their condition continued to 

worsen. 

In no time, they’d collapse entirely. 

Then, the three of them wanted to take care of Jian Wushuang, it would be a wild dream. 

“Three Peak Emperor Gods team up and you are suppressed by a Real God. The three of you are 

rubbish!” A cold humph was heard across the battlefield. 

Palace Master Wu Luo and the other two suddenly burned with rage and they immediately looked to 

the source of the voice. 

They happened to see a young man with snow-white hair towering in the void. 

“Emperor God Tian Ling, don’t just stand there. If you are capable, come over here and fight with Jian 

Wushuang!” Palace Master Wu Luo said in a low voice. 

“Yes, you can come and try,” Number One Divine King glared too. 

“Humph, you have time to tease us. You might as well hurry up and figure out a way to take care of your 

opponent,” the Master of Real Martial Art Divine Church humphed coldly. 

They had noticed Emperor God Tian Ling’s situation long ago. 

Since their battle began, Emperor God Tian Ling had been entangled by Qian Mingzi. They were in a 

constant, ferocious fight and had yet to call the match. 

What did he have to tease them? 

“Emperor God Tian Ling, the three of them are right. You’d better figure out how to get rid of me,” Qian 

Mingzi smiled at Emperor God Tian Ling. 

“You?” Emperor God Tian Ling smiled in disdain, “I only didn’t want to attack so soon. But from the way 

it is now, I have no choice.” 

“You have been holding back your power?” Qian Mingzi squinted his eyes. 

Emperor God Tian Ling had yet to reply, but the black spear that was tightly clenched in his hands flew 

to the void in front of him. 



Hualala. A huge whirlpool tunnel appeared from nowhere. 

No one saw how Emperor God Tian Ling did his fierce attack as he merely let loose his grip and let the 

spear fly into the whirlpool tunnel. 

Vroom! 

The spacetime behind Qian Mingzi shattered. Although there was a long distance and Emperor God Tian 

Ling continued to stand where he was, the black spear in his hand immersed into the whirlpool tunnel 

and charged to Qian Mingzi’s head. 

It was too fast and it was indescribable as neither lightning nor fire. 

“This spear!” 

Qian Mingzi stared and his heart skipped a beat. 

He had fought with Emperor God Tian Ling earlier. Although the fighting power that he had displayed 

was shocking and was enough to be listed in the top twenty of Heaven and Earth Supreme ranking list, 

he followed Purple Moon Emperor for so many years and he was unusually capable himself and could 

easily deal with him. 

But then, the spear… The terrifying spear that ignored spacetime shook Qian Mingzi and his face grew 

grave. 

Bang! 

There was a loud bang and Qian Mingzi blocked the spear at the most crucial moment. However, the 

terrifying impact contained in the spear instantly pushed Qian Mingzi backward. 

As he retreated, Emperor God Tian Ling attacked again. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Three continuous spears shot out and they blossomed in the void. Every single spear was accompanied 

along an exotic beast’s roar. 

The void shattered and the three spear shadow appeared next to Qian Mingzi without any symptoms 

and aimed at him ferociously. 

Qian Mingzi grew solemn. Although he was retreating and there was no working point. 

He continued to put his techniques to play and forcibly blocked two spear shadows that almost hit his 

vital parts. The last remaining spear shadow wasn’t hindered but hit his chest. 

The armor on the surface of Qian Mingzi’s body immediately appeared. 

Hong! 

A terrifying power rushed over. 

“Poof!” 

Qian Mingzi immediately spat a mouthful of blood, then his face grew pale. 



His figure was retreating quickly from the impact. 

Emperor God Tian Ling saw the scene from afar and his eyes turned cold. He gripped the spear in his 

hands again and intended to attack again. 

But suddenly, there was a space tunnel that appeared behind him. Then, there were three rays of purple 

lights. They were three spears that contained fierce power and they were flying at him. 

The three purple spears were naturally assistance from Hall Master Yuan, who was hidden in the depth 

of the galaxy. 

Due to the influence of the three purple spears, Emperor God Tian Ling’s action was delayed by a slight 

bit and he couldn’t continue to hunt Qian Mingzi. 

After Qian Mingzi had steadied himself, he moved and his figure appeared next to Jian Wushuang. 

 


